
Assembly & Installation Instructions
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Parts List:

Tools Required:

Assembly Overview:

Watch our step-by-step assembly & installation
video at thenewclotheslinecompany.com

*Reference detailed instructions on reverse side.  

7/32” Drill Bit
1/8” Drill Bit

Power Drill Phillips head
Screwdriver

Measuring
Tape

Stud Finder

LOFTi™ Components
A  End Piece (x2)
B  Hanging clamp (x2)
  C  Bolt (x2)
  D Nut (x2)
E  Rod connector (x10)
F  Brushed aluminum rod (x15)

Installation Hardware
G  Single pulley (x1)
H  Double pulley (x1)
I  Rope cleat (x1)
  J Self-tapping screw (x2)
K  Rope, 30 feet (x1)



Detailed Assembly
& Installation Instructions

 Assembly of LOFTi™
1. Connect 3 aluminum rods (F) with 2 connectors (E). Make sure   
 the connectors are completely snapped firmly into place. Repeat   
 this step to create five equal rods. 

2. Take one assembled rod and slide a hanging clamp (B) onto    
 each end, making sure both clamps are facing the same direction.  
 This will become the center rod.

3. Put 1 nut (D) in the hex opening of the hanging clamp.  Insert the   
 bolt (C) into the other side. Tighten slightly with a Phillips head   
 screwdriver. Repeat for the other hanging clamp.

4. Take one end piece (A) and snap the rod with the hanging clamp   
 attached into the center position.

5. Take the remaining 4 assembled rod and snap them into the 4   
 remaining locations on the end piece.

6. Put the assembled end on the ground standing the LOFTi™ upright.

7. Take the second end piece (A) and carefully line up the five    
 assembled rods and apply a small amount of pressure until they   
 snap into place.

8. Double-check the assembled LOFTi™ to verify that all end bars and  
 connectors are snapped firmly into place - Your LOFTi™ is now   
 ready for installation!

Installation of assembled LOFTi™
1. Using a stud finder, locate and mark your ceiling joists locations with a pencil. The spacing for the ceiling-mounted   
 pulleys should be between 52” and 44”.  It is very important to make sure the pulleys are screwed into ceiling joists. 

2. Using a power drill with a 7/32” drill bit, drill an approximate 2” deep hole for the first pulley into your ceiling joist.  

3. Repeat this step for the second pulley.

4. Determine which side of the hanging LOFTi™ you will be anchoring the rope to a wall.                                                   
 This will determine the location of your double and single pulleys.

5. Screw the double pulley (H) into the 2” deep hole on the same side as your anchoring cleat will be mounted.

6. Screw the single pulley (G) into the opposite hole. 

7. Measure the distance between the pulleys and slide the hanging clamps on the center rod of the LOFTi to match    
 the distance, leaving equal space on either end.

8. Using a Phillips head screwdriver, tighten the bolts on the hanging clamps (do not over-tighten).

9. Pass one end of the 30 ft rope (K) through the small hole at the top of the hanging clamp on the single pulley side.                  
 Tie a simple knot on the end of the rope. Pull the line back through the hanging clamp so the knot ends up in the   
 large hole of the hanging clamp. 

10. Take the other end of the rope and feed it through the opening over the top of the single pulley.

11. Now, run it along your ceiling over to the double pulley.  Feed it over the top of one side of the double pulley             
 and down through the opening.

12. Pull the rope through the pulleys leaving approximately 6ft on the single pulley end.

13. Take the end of the rope on the double pulley side and feed it back through the same opening running it through the  
 opposite side of the double pulley. 

14. Now feed the rope down the double pulley approximately 6ft.

15. Pass the end of the rope through the small hole at the top of the other hanging clamp on the double pulley side.                  
 Tie a simple knot on the end of the rope, just as in step 9. Pull the line back through the hanging clamp so the knot   
 ends up in the large hole of the hanging clamp. 

17. Now use the stud finder to locate a stud on the wall where the rope cleat (I) will be located.                                     
 Mount the cleat at a safe, comfortable, working height out of reach of small children. 

18. Hold the cleat vertically in its designated location and mark the two holes (1/2” apart).

19. Using an 1/8” drill bit, drill two holes approximately 1 ¼” deep.

20. Now mount your cleat with the two self tapping screws (J) and a Phillips head screwdriver.  

21. Using the rope, raise the LOFTi™ up to your desired drying height making sure the LOFTi is level.

22. Lastly, you can use the cleat to anchor your LOFTi™ or you can set two knots in the double line to hook under the   
 bottom of the cleat with one knot at your drying height and one knot at your loading height.   

*Reference overview illustration on reverse side.  

Watch our step-by-step assembly & installation
video at thenewclotheslinecompany.com



DUO™ Instructions  The Duo can be hung anywhere in your household.  It   
 has been designed to accompany the LOFTi™ drying   
 rack. It can be hung three different ways:

1. DUO™ can be clipped anywhere along the center rod of the LOFTi™. 

2. DUO™ can hang off the hole of the underside of the hanging clamp on the LOFTi™.

3. The two halves of the DUO™ can be separated from the center hub and      
 attached to the half round receivers located on the either end of the LOFTi™.   

Attachment to LOFTi™:

Sold Separately

Hook offers
unlimited options!


